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The general principles for the evaluation of solubility parameters (δ) of acidic extraction reagents from two-phase titrations are discussed. When the method of this work is applied to data for dibutyl- and methylheptylidithiophosphoric acids δ = 20.7 J^{1/2} cm^{-3/2} is obtained for both isomers.

The partition of chelating metal extractants plays an important part in the analysis of metal complexation, but also in the analysis of metal complex behaviour in the organic phase. In a previous paper it was shown how the “apparent pk” kδ or log kδk−1 (where kδ and kδ are the partition and dissociation constants of the reagent, HA) may be obtained with high accuracy from two-phase titrations. The aim of this paper is to show how the two-phase titration data may be interpreted according to the solubility parameter concept. Similar studies were originally performed by Suzuki and co-workers, who used separately determined kδ values of a series of β-diketones for this purpose. Two-phase titration data were used by Skytte-Jensen in a study of 1-phenyl-3-methyl-4-acyl-5-pyrazolones. However, both of them employed reagents capable of keto-enol tautomerization, which to some extent obscured the treatment of data and probably also influenced the final conclusions. This problem does not exist for the dialkylidithiophosphoric acids. Furthermore, some of the earlier assumptions, especially concerning the handling of aqueous phase interactions, need re-examination.

The determination of log kδ/kδ−1 for dibutylidithiophosphoric acid (HDBDTP) and methylheptylidithiophosphoric acid (HMHPDTP) has been described in the first paper of this series; the values needed for the actual purpose are given in the second column of Table 1.

The Scatchard-Hildebrand (SH) equation for regular liquid mixtures reads as eqn. (1), where

$$RT \ln \gamma_i = v_i(\delta_i - \delta_2)^2 \phi_2^2$$

(1)

fraction scale: $$v_i = \text{molal volume of component (1), cm}^3; \delta_i = \text{solubility parameter of (i), J}^{1/2} \text{cm}^{-3/2}; \phi_2 = \text{volume fraction of component (2).}$$

In order not to complicate the following discussion too much by transformation of all thermodynamic quantities from the molar to the mol fraction scale, a short-cut procedure simply referring to kδ will be used.

It is easily shown that at small concentrations (negligible on the volume fraction scale) the relationship between the partition constant in the mol fraction scale (= kδ) and in the molar scale (kδ) is

$$k_{\delta \lambda} = k_{\delta}(v_{\lambda}/v_{\lambda})$$

(2)

where vλ is the molal volume of organic solvent and v′λ is a constant depending on the composition of the aqueous phase. Actually this quantity need not be known to attempt using the SH-equation. Further, when the pure liquid solute is taken as standard state for both phases, its partition constant is given by eqn. (3), irrespective of
concentration. (The bar denotes the organic phase.) For infinite dilution the combination of eqns. (1), (2) and (3) leads to eqn. (4).

\[ k_{45} = \gamma / \bar{\gamma} \]  \hspace{1cm} (3)

\[ RT \ln \left( \frac{k_{45} v_5}{v_{m5}} \right) = RT \ln \left( \frac{\alpha}{\gamma} \cdot \frac{k_{s5}}{v_{m5}} \right) \]  \hspace{1cm} (4)

It then follows that

\[ RT \ln \left( k_{45} k_{s5}^{-1} v_5 \right) = A - v_{HA} (\delta_{HA} - \delta_5) \]  \hspace{1cm} (5)

where \( A \) is a constant depending only on aqueous phase parameters: \( A = RT \ln (\frac{\alpha}{\gamma} \cdot k_{s5}^{-1} v_{m5}) \).

When \( v_{HA} \) is known anyhow, it is certainly not advisable to try a direct fit of eqn. (5) to \( k_{45} k_{s5}^{-1} \) data. When this is done, the determined values of \( \delta_{HA} \) and \( v_{HA} \) might give a good overall fit, but they may be of little physical significance. Also this problem seems to be more or less serious, depending on the set of solvents used. Instead eqn. (5) can be rearranged:

\[ RT \ln \left( \frac{k_{45} k_{s5}^{-1} v_5}{v_{HA}} \right) + \delta_5^2 = \left[ A - v_{HA} (\delta_{HA} - \delta_5) \right] + 2 \delta_{HA} \delta_5 \]  \hspace{1cm} (6)

When the left hand side of eqn. (6) is plotted against \( \delta_5 \), a straight line with slope \( = 2 \delta_{HA} \) and the intercept given by the expression within brackets should be found, cf. Fig. 1. The data used are given in Table 1. Inspection of Fig. 1 shows a fair agreement with the assumptions behind the SH equation. However, the mere correlation to a straight line is not conclusive in a case like this. In fact, it might be shown that a similar plotting of data using the geometric mean of \( k_{45} k_{s5}^{-1} \) for all solvents will also give a straight line with only a slightly less good fit! This is of course not peculiar to just the actual experimental data, but rather emphasizes the fact that one must be very careful in the application of the SH equation. However, the \( \delta_{HA} \) value obtained from such a plot is too low (\( \approx 16 \)) and using the experimental data gives \( \delta_{HA} \approx 20 \). The SH equation may, therefore, be considered to give a significant description of the systems.

Cyclohexane and dodecane do not fit in with the other solvents. For dodecane it might be expected that its large volume and long-chained structure will give rise to a contribution in excess entropy not taken into account by regular solution theory and the SH equation. Such phenomena have commonly been thought \(^6,10,11\) to be described \( \gamma \) an additional Flory-Huggins term \(^8,9\) in eqn. (1):

\[ RT \ln \gamma_1 = v_2 (\delta_1 - \delta_2)^2 \phi_2^2 + \]
\[ RT \left[ \ln \left( \frac{\phi_1}{x_1} + \phi_2 (1 - \frac{v_1}{v_2}) \right) \right] \]  \hspace{1cm} (7)

---

**Table 1.** Data needed for the evaluation of eqns. (6) and (8). \( T = 298 \) K. \( v_{HA} = 226 \) cm\(^3\).\(^{17} \) The log \( k_{45} k_{s5}^{-1} \) values refer to 1 M NaClO\(_4\) as aqueous phase.\(^3\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organic solvent</th>
<th>( \log k_{45} k_{s5}^{-1} ) HDBDP</th>
<th>HMBpDTP</th>
<th>( \delta_5^1 ) J(^1/2) cm(^{-3/2})</th>
<th>( v_5 ) cm(^3)</th>
<th>Ref.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Toluene</td>
<td>3.12</td>
<td>3.05</td>
<td>18.27</td>
<td>106.8</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Carbotetrachloride</td>
<td>2.98</td>
<td>2.98</td>
<td>17.49</td>
<td>97.1</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Cyclohexane</td>
<td>2.40</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>16.78</td>
<td>108.8</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Heptane</td>
<td>2.10</td>
<td>1.97</td>
<td>15.20</td>
<td>147.4</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Dodecane</td>
<td>1.94</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>16.04</td>
<td>226.8</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

where \( x_1 \) is the mol fraction of (1). This approach has been criticized\textsuperscript{12} and Hildebrand\textsuperscript{13} has also shown it to be of no significance unless long-chained molecules are actually involved. Thus, for dodecane it could be relevant. When eqn. (7) is incorporated into the model, eqn. (6) is replaced by

\[
\frac{RT \ln \left( k_3 \frac{v_{HA}}{v_H} + 1 - \frac{v_{HA}}{v_S} \right)}{v_{HA}} + \delta_S^2 = \left[ \frac{A}{v_{HA}} - \delta_{HA}^2 \right] + 2 \delta_{HA} \delta_S
\]  

(8)

If eqn. (8) is used instead of eqn. (6), the fitting for dodecane is significantly improved but the data for other solvents do not fit as well. Cyclohexane is still the worst example, but it is well-known that this solvent almost invariably behaves as if it has a solubility parameter of 0.2-0.4 units under the thermodynamic value. The exact reason for this discrepancy is not known, but certainly it has to do with liquid structure more than energetic molecular interactions. Conclusively the data for cyclohexane were excluded from the subsequent linear regression analysis, which gave \( \delta_{HA} = 20.8 \pm 0.8 \) and \( 20.1 \pm 0.6 \) J\(^1\)/cm\(^{3/2}\) for eqns. (6) and (8), respectively, in the case of HDBDTP. The corresponding values for HMHPDTP are \( 20.6 \pm 0.2 \) and \( 20.0 \pm 0.5 \) J\(^1\)/cm\(^{3/2}\). There is clearly no significant difference between the two isomers and pooling all data together gives \( 20.7 \pm 0.4 \) or \( 20.0 \pm 0.3 \) J\(^1\)/cm\(^{3/2}\). These values may be taken as the final result for both isomers, and probably also for all straight-chained C\(_3\)-dialkyldithiophosphoric acids. It is somewhat disturbing that eqns. (6) and (8) give different estimations of \( \delta_{HA} \), but since the latter has less theoretical foundation 20.7 J\(^1\)/cm\(^{3/2}\) is to be preferred.

For a compound containing a P(S)SH group, the polar part of the cohesion energy is, of course, less than for the corresponding oxygenated compound. This is also reflected in the absence of any tendency to dimerization through hydrogen bonding compared with, for example, dibutylphosphate. The relatively small polarity is compensated by a higher dispersion part of cohesion energy due to the high polarizability of the sulfur atoms. It may, therefore, be assumed that the chosen set of nonpolar solvents has given a more accurate estimation of the solubility parameter than if some polar solvents capable of strong inductive effects had been considered. Induction forces generated by HA in a non-polar surrounding are expected to be of the same magnitude as for HA itself and they should, therefore, not have any influence on the observed \( \delta_{HA} \) in this case.
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